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A B S T R A C T

Molecular machinery on the micro-scale, believed to be the fundamen-
tal building blocks of life, involve forces of 1-100 pN and movements of
nanometers to micrometers. Micromechanical single-molecule experiments
seek to understand the physics of nucleic acids, molecular motors, and
other biological systems through direct measurement of forces and displace-
ments. Optical tweezers are a popular choice among several complementary
techniques for sensitive force-spectroscopy in the field of single molecule
biology. The main objective of this thesis was to design and construct an
optical tweezers instrument capable of investigating the physics of molec-
ular motors and mechanisms of protein/nucleic-acid interactions on the
single-molecule level.

A double-trap optical tweezers instrument incorporating acousto-optic
trap-steering, two independent detection channels, and a real-time digital
controller was built. A numerical simulation and a theoretical study was
performed to assess the signal-to-noise ratio in a constant-force molecular
motor stepping experiment. Real-time feedback control of optical tweezers
was explored in three studies. Position-clamping was implemented and
compared to theoretical models using both proportional and predictive
control. A force-clamp was implemented and tested with a DNA-tether in
presence of the enzyme lambda exonuclease.

The results of the study indicate that the presented models describing
signal-to-noise ratio in constant-force experiments and feedback control
experiments in optical tweezers agree well with experimental data. The
effective trap stiffness can be increased by an order of magnitude using
the presented position-clamping method. The force-clamp can be used
for constant-force experiments, and the results from a proof-of-principle
experiment, in which the enzyme lambda exonuclease converts double-
stranded DNA to single-stranded DNA, agree with previous research.

The results on estimating the signal-to-noise ratio in constant-force assays
can guide the design of future experiments. The results on feedback control
on the micro scale have broader implications for other techniques domi-
nated by Brownian motion such as magnetic tweezers or scanning probe
microscopy. The proof-of-principle single molecule experiment with lambda
exonuclease shows that the developed instrument can be used to investigate
a variety of molecular motors and protein/nucleic-acid interactions. The
main objective of the thesis was thus achieved. The developed instrument
and presented results on feedback control serve as a stepping stone for
future contributions to the growing field of single molecule biology.

Anders Wallin, Optical tweezers for single molecule biology, February 2011,
37 pages. University of Helsinki, Report Series in Physics HU-P-D181

Classification (PACS): 87.80.Cc Optical trapping, 87.80.Nj Single-molecule
techniques, 07.60.-j Optical instruments and equipment, 07.05.Dz Control systems.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 force-spectroscopy in single molecule biology

Forces on the molecular scale range from 10 nN required e.g. to break a
covalent bond down to <1 pN required e.g. to stretch a DNA-molecule
significantly[1]. Micromechanical force spectroscopy experiments[2] that
seek to measure forces on the molecular scale commonly use atomic force
microscopes (AFMs), optical tweezers[3, 4, 5], or magnetic tweezers. While
the AFM can be used to break covalent bonds or unfold proteins at high
forces[6], and while the magnetic tweezers technique excels at low force
(<1 pN) and torque experiments[7, 8], optical tweezers are a popular choice
for single-molecule experiments in biology[9, 10, 11] due to its intermediate
force range (ca. 1-100 pN) and high spatial resolution (<1 nm).

Single molecule biology[12, 13] studies the smallest constituents of life
with novel tools[14, 15] that permit manipulation, imaging, and interroga-
tion of single macromolecules. Observing single molecules avoids ensemble
averaging and allows seeing new molecular mechanisms, rare and tran-
sient events, and reveals both static and dynamic heterogeneity in these
mechanisms[16, 17].

1.2 optical tweezers

Gradient optical tweezers use focused laser light to trap, manipulate, and
measure forces on dielectric particles. The force on a trapped particle is
due to a change in the momentum of the light. The total optical force is
usually divided into a gradient force acting in the direction of the intensity
gradient of the light, and a scattering force acting in the direction of the
incident light[18]. Trapping is stable when the gradient force which pulls
particles towards the beam focus exceeds the scattering force which pushes
particles away from the focus in the direction of the incident light. When
trapping particles of size d with light of wavelength λ, force calculations
can be performed in the ray-optics regime (d � λ)[19], the intermediate
Mie-regime (d ≈ λ)[20], or the Rayleigh-regime (d � λ)[5]. A Gaussian
beam profile is usually employed when trapping particles with a higher
refractive index than the surrounding medium, e.g. polystyrene or silica
(n ∼ 1.5) beads in water (n = 1.33).

Optical tweezers instruments are commonly built either around inverted
research microscopes[21], or as custom instruments in the laboratory[22].
The trapping laser wavelength is usually in the near-infrared, to mini-
mize optical damage to specimens[23], and either a single laser beam[21],
or dual counter propagating beams[24] are employed. High resolution

1



2 introduction

measurement of trapped bead position is performed by back-focal-plane
interferometry[25] using a position sensitive photodetector that detects
either forward- or back-scattered[26] light from the trapping laser or from a
separate low power detection beam. Experiments with nucleic acid tethers
are typically performed by tethering the molecule between an optically
trapped bead and the cover slip surface[27], or another bead[28]. The other
bead can be held in a micropipette, or in a ’dumbbell’ experiment, held
by another optical trap. The dumbbell geometry decouples the experi-
ment from the microscope stage and thus avoids drift and noise from e.g.
thermal expansion of the microscope[29]. In most experiments either a force-
extension curve is measured, or changes in the tether length are observed.
Thus a need to steer one or both of the optical traps exists. Steering can be
performed by introducing steering mirrors, a spatial light modulator[30],
or an acousto-optic deflector (AOD) in the trapping beam path. For high
resolution experiments[31] or high speed time-sharing experiments[32] the
AOD has proven most popular.

Because the thermal energy at physiological- or room-temperature is of
the same order (~4 pNnm) as other forces/displacements experienced by a
typical biomolecule, thermal noise is an essential part of experiments at the
micro- or nano-scale. Experimentally measured signals contain a thermal
noise component that limits the achievable signal-to-noise ratio[33]. Zero-
mean random noise can be avoided by low-pass filtering and increasing the
duration of the experiment, up to a point where instrumental drift or other
pink (1/f) noise sources dominate.

1.3 feedback control of optical tweezers

Feedback control[34] has been used in optical tweezers instruments since
their inception[4, 35]. Position clamp (isometric) control aims to stabilize
the trapped particle position, i.e. increase the effective trap stiffness. Force
clamp (isotonic) control strives to maintain a constant tension in e.g. a
tethered biomolecule, corresponding to a zero trap stiffness, independent
of tether length changes.

Feedback control can be performed by moving the microscope stage
[36, 22], by adjusting the trap laser intensity[4, 37], or by steering the trap
with 1D[38] or 2D[21] acousto-optic deflectors, steering mirrors[39], or a
spatial light modulator[40]. Combining AODs and a deformable mirror for
steering along the optical axis allows 3D control of trap position[41, 42]. An
alternative approach for constant force experiments is to create a constant
optical gradient[43] or to use the constant force region of the trapping
potential[44, 45].

Force clamp experiments are often preferred since the analysis and inter-
pretation of constant force data is straightforward. Observing a compliant
tether at constant force eliminates a signal due to the elasticity of the
tether[33]. Constant force experiments have been performed to observe e.g.
molecular motors[28] and DNA/RNA hairpin unfolding[46].
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1.4 aims and scope of the research

The aim of this thesis was to design and construct an optical tweezers
instrument capable of investigating the physics of molecular motors and
mechanisms of protein/nucleic-acid interactions on the single-molecule
level.

Paper I asks how the experimental parameters in a typical constant
force molecular motor experiment affect the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
What SNR is required to extract the step length of a molecular motor?
How can this SNR be achieved? For a model experiment a theoretical
expression as well as approximate equations for the SNR are derived.
Numerical simulations of the model are performed and the SNR extracted
from simulations is compared to the theoretical prediction. Both theory
and simulations are compared to previously published single molecule
experiments.

Paper II asks if the effective trap stiffness can be increased by position
clamp real-time feedback control. What is the maximum effective trap stiff-
ness that can be achieved? What limits maximum effective trap stiffness?
An optical tweezers instrument with an AOD-steerable trapping beam and
two independent detection lasers and detectors is presented. A data acqui-
sition card incorporating a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is used
to implement a proportional control position clamp feedback algorithm in
real-time. One detection laser is used in-loop for feedback control, while
the other detection laser provides independent out-of-loop data on which
later analysis is based. The power spectral density (PSD) of bead position
time series and the effective trap stiffness is compared to theoretical predic-
tions. The results from II indicated that the loop delay and the associated
resonance peak in the bead position PSD limits the maximum achievable
effective trap stiffness.

Paper III asks whether higher effective trap stiffness can be achieved with
another control algorithm? A new position clamp control algorithm, termed
predictive control, is introduced. An increased effective trap stiffness is
achieved using predictive control instead of proportional control. The PSD
of bead position fluctuations is compared to a theoretical prediction.

Paper IV asks if constant force single molecule experiments can be per-
formed using the real-time controller presented in II and III? How much
can force noise be reduced? Can the force clamp be modeled, and does
experiment agree with theory? A dual-trap optical tweezers instrument
with real-time active constant force feedback control is presented. Two
proof-of-principle force clamp experiments are performed. In the first ex-
periment a DNA molecule was held force clamped and the bead position
and tether tension PSDs were compared to theoretical predictions. In the
second experiment a DNA molecule was force clamped in the presence of
bacteriophage lambda exonuclease and the enzymatic shortening of the
tether was observed.





2
M E T H O D S

2.1 modeling optical tweezers experiments

2.1.1 Predicting SNR in constant-force experiments

Paper I considers a simplified model for a constant force single molecule
experiment (Figure 1) where a bead of diameter d is held in a force clamp
with tension Fc. The bead is tethered to a stationary wall through a tether
modeled as a worm-like chain (WLC) of length L with persistence length
Lp. The effect of a molecular motor (MM) translocating along the tether is
modeled by shortening the contour length in discrete steps of length ∆L at
an average rate kcat. In experiments the bead position x(t) is measured. In
thermal equilibrium the WLC produces a restoring force

FWLC(x, L) =
kBT
Lp

(
1
4

(
1− x

L

)−2
− 1

4
+

x
L

)
. (2.1)

The force-clamp extends the tether until FWLC(xe, L) = FC, where xe is
the equilibrium extension. Around this equilibrium position, ignoring the
inertia of the bead, the linearized equation of motion for the bead is

γẋ = kDNA(xe − x) + FT, (2.2)

where γ is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient of the bead, FT is the
thermal random force on the bead with power spectral density 4γkBT, and
kDNA is the local stiffness of the WLC

kDNA =
dFWLC

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=xe

. (2.3)

When the contour length changes to L−4L, the bead moves to a new
equilibrium where FWLC(xe +4xe, L−4L) = FC. To first order the exten-
sion change (signal) is (see I)

4xe = −
xe

L
4L. (2.4)

The amplitude signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can now be defined as

SNR =
4xe

xRMS
, (2.5)

5



6 methods

Figure 1: Model for constant force single molecule experiment. A bead of
diameter d is tethered to a molecular motor MM through a worm-
like chain (WLC) of contour length L and extension x. An external
clamp-force FC is balanced by the WLC restoring force FWLC. The
step length of the molecular motor is 4L .

where xRMS is the root-mean-square (RMS) of the position fluctuation of
the bead due to thermal motion. In a given measurement bandwidth fLP

the RMS thermal force is FT,RMS =
√

4γkBT fLP, and thus xRMS is

xRMS =
FT,RMS

kDNA
=

√
4γkBT fLP

kDNA
. (2.6)

Inserting Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.5) gives an expression for the SNR as a
function of the model parameters:

SNR =
xe

L
4L√

4γkBT fLP
kDNA. (2.7)

Using Eq. (2.7) requires solving Eq. (2.1) for xe and then calculating kDNA
with Eq. (2.3). Paper I therefore presents approximate equations for the
SNR where xe and kDNA have been eliminated. Table 2 in paper I lists SNR
values from recently published single molecule experiments.

2.1.2 Brownian motion simulation and analysis

Numerical simulations of the model experiment in Figure 1 were performed
to verify the analytically predicted SNR (Eq. (2.7)). The equation of motion,
ignoring inertia, for the bead

γẋ = FC − FWLC + FT, (2.8)
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was numerically solved using the Euler-method[47] with a time step 4t.
The bead-position xj at time-step j was calculated as

xj = xj−1 +
4t
γ

(FC − FWLC + FT), (2.9)

and the random force FT in a bandwidth from 0 Hz to the Nyquist
frequency fLP = 1

24t was

FT = N(0, 1)
√

4kBTγ fLP, (2.10)

where N(0, 1) is a normally distributed random number with zero mean
and unit variance. Normally distributed pseudo random numbers were
generated with the Mersenne twister[48] and Box-Muller[49] algorithms.
During the simulation the WLC contour length was shortened by ∆L at an
average rate kcat. A time step of 4t = 0.1 µs was used in all simulations.
This time step was found by decreasing 4t until the PSD of the bead
position did not change significantly. The simulation was implemented as a
MEX-file in C and called from MATLAB. Pseudo code for the simulation is
presented in Appendix A.

The SNR of a simulated time series of bead position was extracted by first
low-pass filtering the time series, then calculating the pair-wise distance

distribution (PWD), and its Fourier transform P̃WD. Steps in the time series
generate a peak near ω∆L = 2π

4L , whose normalized height P̃WD(ω4L)/P̃WD(0)

is related to the SNR by (see I)

SNR =

√√√√− (2π)2

ln
(

P̃WD(ω4L)/P̃WD(0)
) . (2.11)

2.1.3 Position-clamp control of optical tweezers

Papers II and III model position clamp control of optical tweezers and
compare these models to experimental data. A plot of the measured PSD
of the bead position fluctuations is commonly used for calibrating optical
tweezers. For a harmonic trap the bead position PSD is a Lorentzian[50].
Expressions for the PSDs of bead/trap position and force fluctuation during
real-time position clamping and force clamping are derived here.

The equation of motion for the position x of a bead with negligible inertia
held in a trap with stiffness k positioned at xT is

(Figure 2, top)

γẋ + k (x− xT) = FT. (2.12)
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A proportional position clamp aims to minimize xRMS by steering xtrap

according to

xT(t) = KP (xset − x (t− τ)) , (2.13)

where KP is the proportional gain, xset is the position set-point, and τ

accounts for the delay between the position measurement and the trap
steering. Substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.12) yields the power spectral
density for bead position fluctuations in a proportional position clamp

|x̃|2 =
4kBTγ

|iωγ + kKP exp (−iωτ) + k|2
. (2.14)

Note that Eq. (2.14) reduces to a Lorentzian when KP = 0. The delay τ

between position measurement and trap steering causes a resonance peak
at ω ≈ 2π/4τ to appear in the PSD when KP is increased. A comparison
between the predicted and measured PSD during proportional position
clamping is shown in Figure 9.

An alternative to proportional control, termed predictive control, is in-
troduced in III, by noting that Eq. (2.13) does not account for bead motion
during the acquisition/steering time τ. The predictive controller replaces
x(t− τ) in Eq. (2.13) by a predicted bead position xp (see Appendix C)

xp(t) = x(t− 34)

−α [3x(t− 34)− xT(t−4)− xT(t− 24)− xT(t− 34)] .
(2.15)

where α = 1− exp (−k4/γ), the sampling time of the digital controller is
4, and τ = 34 is assumed (τ ≈ 15 µs and ∆ = 5 µs for our hardware). The
PSD for bead position using the predictive controller, Eq. (2.15), is

|x̃|2 = 4kBTγ

∣∣∣∣iωγ +
kKPe−iωτ (1− 3α)

1 + KPα [e−iω4 + e−iω24 + e−iω34]
+ k
∣∣∣∣−2

. (2.16)

Note that 2.16 reduces to the result for proportional control, Eq. (2.14),
when α = 0, and to a Lorentzian when both KP = 0 and α = 0. A compari-
son between the predicted and measured PSD during predictive position
clamping is shown in Figure 10.

When a bead is position-clamped using either proportional or predictive
control the effective trap stiffness can be defined as

ke f f =
kBT
〈x2〉 =

kBT∫
|x̃2| dω

. (2.17)
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Figure 2: (top) Model for a single optically trapped bead at position x, with
trap positioned at xT, and trap stiffness k. (bottom) Model for
dumbbell experiment where a tether of stiffness kDNA is held be-
tween two beads at positions x1 and x2 by optical traps positioned
at xT1 and xT2 with stiffness k1 and k2.

2.1.4 Force-clamp control of optical tweezers

A dual-trap optical tweezers instrument with real-time active constant force
feedback control is presented in IV and in Section 2.2. The predicted PSD
for bead position, trap position, and tether tension during force clamping is
derived here. A typical ‘dumbbell’ construct (Figure 2, bottom) consists of
two optically levitated beads connected by an elastic DNA tether. Ignoring
the inertia of the beads and assuming that over small changes in extension
the tether behaves as a Hookean spring, the equation of motion for the
system is[51],

−µ−1ẋ− κx + kxT = FT (2.18)

where x =
[

x1 x2

]T
, xT =

[
xT1 xT2

]T
, and FT =

[
F1 F2

]T
denote

deviations from an equilibrium position/force. The mobility matrix µ and
stiffness matrices κ and k are

µ−1 =

(
γ1 0

0 γ2

)
, κ =

(
k1 + kDNA −kDNA

−kDNA k2 + kDNA

)
, k =

(
k1 0

0 k2

)
,

(2.19)

where γ1,2 is the hydrodynamic drag-coefficient, k1,2 denotes trap stiff-
ness, and kDNA is the local spring-constant of the tether. In Eq. (2.19) the
hydrodynamic coupling[52] between the beads is omitted, since it is negli-
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gible in our experiments using an extended DNA tether that is long (16 µm
contour length) compared to the bead radius. In a force clamp experiment
the left trap is held stationary (xT1 = 0) while the right trap is steered using
a proportional-integral (PI) controller. The error signal for the PI-controller
is given by the difference in measured force in the stationary trap, k1x1, com-
pared to a set-point force Fset, the desired tether tension. Ignoring constant
terms, the position of the steerable trap is

xT2 = k−1
1

[
KPFerr(t− τ) + KI

∞

∑
n=0

Ferr(t− τ − n4)

]
, (2.20)

where Ferr = Fset − k1x1 is the force error and KP and KI denote the propor-
tional and integral feedback gains, respectively. Equation 2.20 takes into
account the loop delay time τ, i.e. the time it takes for the controller to
measure and react by steering the trap, as well as the sampling period 4,
i.e. the data collection interval. Fourier transforming Eq. (2.20) gives

x̃T2 = exp(−iωτ)
[
KP + KI (1− exp(−iω4))−1

]
x̃1, (2.21)

which can be inserted into Eq. (2.18) to yield the equations of motions

T1 x̃1 + kDNA x̃2 = F̃1

T2 x̃2 + (kDNA − kF) x̃1 = F̃2
(2.22)

where the symbols

Tj = −iωγj − k j − kDNA

kF = k2 exp(−iωτ)
[
KP + KI (1− exp(−iω4))−1

] , (2.23)

have been used. Solving for the Fourier transform of the bead fluctuations
gives

x̃1 =
T2F̃1 − kDNA F̃2

T1T2 − k2
DNA + kDNAkF

x̃2 =
T1F̃2 − (kDNA − kF) F̃1

T1T2 − k2
DNA + kDNAkF

(2.24)

These expressions can be used to find the PSDs of the bead positions |x̃1|2

and |x̃2|2, as well as the PSDs for the force in the stationary trap, the
steerable trap position, and the tether extension fluctuation.

2.2 construction of double trap optical tweezers

The double trap optical tweezers instrument is built on a pneumatically
levitated optical table. A schematic overview of the instrument is shown
in Figure 3, and the components of the instrument are listed in Appendix
B. The beam from a linearly polarized 4 W 1064 nm CW-laser (1064) is
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first collimated (L1:L2), then passed through a Faraday isolator (FI1), and
split (PBS1) into a stationary trap beam and steerable trap beam with
orthogonal polarizations. The steerable trap beam passes through acousto-
optic deflectors (AOD X/Y) while the stationary trap beam can be adjusted
manually with gimball-mirrors (M). The trapping beams are combined with
another polarizing beam-splitter (PBS2) and steered with telescopes (L3:L4)
and (L5:L6) via a dichroic mirror (D2) into an inverted microscope (Nikon
TE-2000) so that the plane between the AODs (dashed line) is imaged onto
the back-focal-plane of the microscope objective (OBJ).

Position detection of trapped particles is performed with dual detection
beams at 785 nm and 830 nm. The light from a temperature stabilized
diode-laser (785 and 830) is passed through a Faraday isolator (FI2 and FI3)
and coupled to a polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber (SMF) in order
to purify the spatial laser mode and to stabilize pointing. Half-wave plates
before (HWP2/4) the isolator adjust the intensity of the detection beams.
Half-wave plates (HWP3/5) after the isolator align the polarization to the
polarization-maintaining axis of the single mode-fiber. The position of the
detection lasers in the sample plane is adjustable using gimball-mirrors
in the back-focal-plane. The orthogonally polarized detection beams are
combined at PBS3, expanded with L7:L8 and combined with the trapping
beams at dichroic D1. A high numerical aperture condenser (COND) collects
detection light which is deflected towards duolateral position-sensitive
detectors (PD1/2) using dichroic D3. A cold-mirror F1 rejects visible light,
while a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS4) and laser-line filters centered at
785 nm and 830 nm (F2 and F3) prevent cross talk between the detection
channels. A Galilean telescope (L9:L10) collimates the transmitted light,
while focusing lenses (L11 and L12) image the condenser back-focal-plane
onto the detector surface. In position clamp experiments the two detection
lasers can be focused on the same trapped particle and one detection
channel is used ’in-loop’ for feedback control while the other detection
channel collects ’out-of-loop’ data independent of the feedback loop. In
experiments where the dumbbell extension changes less than ~500 nm
one detection laser monitors the bead in the stationary trap while the
other detection laser is positioned so that it monitors the steerable bead.
In experiments where the extension change is large, the steerable bead
can be monitored in a ~500 nm window, outside of which the steerable
bead position must be inferred from the position of the steerable trap, the
steerable trap stiffness, and the tether tension.

A LED provides bright-field illumination for a CCD-camera. Short pass
filters F4 and F5 attenuate the trapping and detection light to prevent
saturation of the camera. A tube-lens (TL) internal to the microscope allows
switching between 100x and 150x magnification. The sample is positioned
on two stacked stages: a piezo-motor stage (PZT1) with 25x25 mm2 lateral
travel and 100 nm resolution provides coarse sample positioning, while a
piezoelectric stage (PZT2) with 100x100x30 μm3 travel provides nanometer
resolution positioning. The instrument is controlled by a personal computer
running LabVIEW software.
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Figure 3: Optical tweezers instrument. Trap laser (1064), diode-lasers for de-
tection (830 and 785), shutter (SH), lens (L), half-wave plate (HWP),
Faraday isolator (FI), polarizing beam-splitter (PBS), mirror (M),
acousto-optic deflector (AOD), single-mode fiber (SMF), output-
coupler (OC), dichroic mirror (D), filter (F), back-focal-plane (BFP),
objective (OBJ), piezo-electric stage (PZT), condenser lens (COND),
camera (CCD), position-sensitive detector (PD). Components are
listed in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows a schematic overview of the control electronics. Data
collection, real-time control, and trap steering is performed with a data
acquisition card incorporating a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
The FPGA-card allows control algorithms to run in real-time with up
to 200 kHz update rate, independently of the host operating system and
other computer peripherals. Variable-gain instrumentation amplifiers (AMP)
amplify the X and Y detection signals from the PDs so that the response
matches the ±10 V input range of the analog to digital converter (ADC).
Each PD also provides a sum-signal that is not amplified. Analog voltages
are low-pass filtered with a 60 kHz fourth-order Sallen-Key Butterworth
anti-aliasing filter (AAF) and then digitized at 200 kS/s with 16-bit precision.
Based on the measured detector-voltages a feedback algorithm implemented
on the FPGA calculates AOD steering-commands every 5 µs. Two 30-bit
digital control words are output to two direct digital synthesizers (DDS)
which drive the AODs with an RF-signal at a variable frequency between 25

and 45 MHz and an adjustable amplitude set by a digital to analog (DAC)
output on the FPGA card. Manual control of trap position can be performed
with two hand-wheels that output quadrature pulses to the FPGA. This
allows the operator to position the trap before an experiment begins, or to
perform e.g. a force-extension experiment manually. Independent of the
feedback-loop both bead and trap position data are logged to disk at a
maximal rate of 200 kS/s for later analysis. To reduce disk usage in long
duration experiments data can be first collected at 200 kS/s, then digitally
low-pass filtered using a digital 2nd order Butterworth low-pass filter on
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Figure 4: Control electronics of real-time force clamp instrument. Field pro-
grammable gate-array (FPGA), analog to digital converter (ADC),
digital to analog converter (DAC), anti-alias filter (AAF), position-
sensitive detector (PD), differential amplifier (AMP), digital direct
synthesizer (DDS), acousto-optic deflector (AOD). Components
are listed in Table 2.

the FPGA, and finally saved to disk at a reduced sampling rate. See [53] for
schematics of the PD amplifier circuit and the DDS power supply.

2.3 position- and force-clamp experiments

2.3.1 Sample chamber

Sample chambers (Figure 5) were assembled by drilling 1.6 mm holes in
a 75x25x1 mm3 microscope slide and by gluing 0.25 mm inner diameter
1/16” PEEK tubing to the slide using UV-curing epoxy (Norland NOA81).
A 1-lane or 3-lane pattern was then cut into a 200 µm thick double-stick tape
spacer (Tesa) which was glued to the slide. The chamber was sealed with a
60x24x0.17 mm3 coverslip (Corning). The position-clamp experiments were
performed by introducing a bead-solution to the chamber with a syringe
pump. The force clamp experiments were performed by trapping beads
in lane 1, finding a DNA-tether in lane 2, and performing force-extension
and force clamp experiments in lane 3. A syringe pump with 1 ml syringes
was used to introduce beads, DNA, and buffer to the chamber at a rate of
1 µl/min.
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Figure 5: Sample chamber. (a) microscope slide, (b) 1.59 mm (1/16”) outer
diameter, 0.25 mm inner diameter PEEK tubing, (c) 200 µm thick
double-stick tape spacer, (d) #1.5 170 µm thick coverslip.

2.3.2 Position-clamp experiments

The instrument was calibrated as described in[54]. In experiments with
proportional control in paper II latex beads (3 µm, Micromod) were used
and in predictive-control experiments in paper III polystyrene beads (1.78

µm, Kisker Biotech) were used. Both detection lasers and the steerable
trap laser were positioned at the center of the field of view. One detection
laser was used ’in-loop’ as a feedback signal to the controller, while the
other detection laser remained ’out-of-loop’. Only data from the out-of-
loop detection channel is shown. The bead and the trap position was then
recorded while the controller gains were varied. In proportional control
experiments the gain was increased until trapping became unstable at
KP & 25. In predictive control experiments data was collected with both
proportional (α = 0) and predictive (α = 0.013) control. In experiments with
predictive control it was possible to increase the gain beyond KP & 100
before trapping became unstable. Measured time series data was analyzed
by extracting the position histogram and calculating the position time
series PSD. Results were compared with the theoretical PSD predictions for
proportional control and predictive control.

2.3.3 Force-clamp experiments

Two force clamp experiments were performed in IV. In the first experiment
a 48 kb double-stranded (ds) DNA construct was held force clamped at
4-40 pN while the feedback gains were varied. In the second experiment the
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same construct was force-clamped in the presence of lambda exonuclease,
which converts the double-stranded construct into its single-stranded form.
Exonucleases are integral parts of many genetic recombination and repair
systems. They degrade one strand of double stranded DNA in the 5’ to
3’ direction, leaving non-hydrolyzed single-stranded (ss) DNA and 5’-
mononucleotides[27, 55, 56]. When DNA is held at constant force below
~6 pN the ss-form is shorter than the ds-form, and thus the enzymatic
activity results in a gradual shortening of the tether.

A 48 kb long DNA construct used in both the experiments was prepared
from phage lambda DNA (New England Biolabs) by annealing biotinylated
oligonucleotides (Thermo Fischer) at both the 5’- and 3’-ends, essentially as
in[57]. Two streptavidin coated polystyrene beads (1.87 µm diameter, Kisker
Biotech) were trapped in the first lane of the chamber, transported through
the second lane containing DNA at 3.5 pM concentration, where a tether
was formed, before entering the third lane for measurement. The first and
second lane contained TEW buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM
NaCl, 0.05 mg/ml BSA, and 0.1% Tween20). In force clamp experiments
with only DNA the third lane of the chamber contained TEW buffer. In
force clamp experiments with lambda exonuclease the third lane contained
lambda exonuclease (125 U/ml) in 1x exonuclease reaction buffer (both
from New England Biolabs). For the first experiment the flow was stopped
during the data collection but in the exonuclease experiments the flow was
on (1 µl/min) during the measurement. When a tether was found a force-
extension curve was collected in order to distinguish single DNA tethers
from multiple tethers. In the first experiment time series of 2 s duration
were collected for each gain setting. In the second experiment the tether
was force-clamped at 3.4 pN, and data was collected for 20 min, or until
the tether broke. In the long duration experiment data was collected at 200

kS/s, then digitally low-pass filtered to 2 kHz on the FPGA, and finally
stored to disk at 8 kS/s. The rate of enzymatic activity was calculated
by windowing the extension time series into 10 s time intervals with 95%
overlap. A first-order polynomial was fit to the data in these windows to
obtain velocity estimates.





3
R E S U LT S

3.1 snr in constant-force experiments

The aim of paper I was to investigate under what experimental conditions
force clamp experiments (Figure 1) can resolve discrete steps of molecular
motors. Figure 6 and 7 summarize results from analysis and simulation of
SNR in constant force experiments in I.

Figure 6A shows a representative simulated time series, and its low-pass
filtered version, from the Brownian dynamics simulation. Steps in the time
series are seen as periodic peaks in the pair-wise distance distribution
(PWD) (Figure 6B). The SNR can be determined from the normalized peak
height in the Fourier transform of the PWD (Figure 6C). Note that due
to attenuation of the step length, Eq. (2.4), the peak appears at a spatial
frequency exceeding ω∆L = 2π

4L . In order to correctly find the step length
from time series data it was found that SNR>4 is required.

Figure 7 shows a contour-plot at SNR=4 extracted from simulations (sym-
bols), the theoretical SNR of Eq. (2.7) (solid lines), and an approximation to
the theory (dashed lines, see I).

In summary the results of paper I show that the analytic exact and
approximate SNR expressions agree with the results from the Brownian
dynamics simulation. A detection threshold of SNR>4 was found, and the
dependence of the SNR on the tether contour length, tether persistence
length, motor step rate, motor step length, and clamp force were explored.

3.2 position-clamp control

Real-time position clamping experiments were performed in paper II and III
to investigate how much real-time feedback control can increase the effective
trap stiffness. Figure 8 and 9 summarize the results from proportional
control position clamp experiments in II.

A normalized histogram of the measured position of a position clamped
bead is shown in Figure 8. The effective trap stiffness increases from 26

pN/µm at KP = 0 to a maximum of 340 pN/µm at KP = 16, as determined
by a gaussian fit to the histogram. The effective trap stiffness thus increases
~13-fold. Note that the histogram shape remains gaussian for all gains,
and that the effective trap-stiffness decreases as gain is increased beyond
KP & 16. The position power spectral density and effective trap stiffness
are shown in Figure 9. Solid lines show the theoretically predicted PSD
from Eq. (2.14). The PSD has a Lorentzian shape at KP = 0, and as gain is
increased the low-frequency components (below ca. 10 kHz) are reduced.
At KP = 24.8 a resonance-peak appears at ~10 kHz. This peak grows as
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Figure 6: (A) Time-series from Brownian dynamics simulation of experi-
ment in Figure 1. Sampled data in grey, low-pass filtered data in
black. (B) PWD of data in (A). (C) Normalized Fourier transform
of PWD in (B). The dashed vertical line in (C) indicates the spatial
frequency ω∆L = 2π

4L .

Figure 7: Contour-plot of SNR=4, the step length detection limit, in constant-
force experiment (Figure 1) with varying step length 4L and
clamp-force FC. Three different enzymatic rates are shown, kcat =
10 s−1 (circles), kcat = 100 s−1 (squares), and kcat = 1000 s−1 (trian-
gles). The solid lines indicate SNR=4 as predicted by Eq. (2.7). The
dashed lines indicate SNR=4 as predicted by the approximations
presented in I. Symbols indicate SNR=4 determined with Eq. (2.11)
from simulated time-series. Simulation parameters: WLC contour-
length L = 1000 nm, persistence length LP = 50 nm, and bead
diameter d = 1000 nm.
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Figure 8: Measured position histogram for position clamped bead using
proportional control with gain KP. Gaussian fits to data (solid
lines) indicate harmonic trapping.

gain is further increased and eventually leads to unstable trapping and loss
of the bead. The inset in Figure 9 shows the effective trap stiffness as a
function of gain.

Figure 10 and 11 summarize results from experiments with predictive-
control in III.

While the PSD with proportional control (Figure 10A) shows a resonance
peak which limits the maximum attainable gain, the PSD with predictive
control (Figure 10B) does not show a resonance peak, and gain can therefore
be increased to KP > 100 while retaining stable trapping. The theoretical
predictions for the PSDs (Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16)) agree with experimental
data except for a 1/f tail seen in the experimental data at low frequencies
and high gains. For the same trapping laser power and bead, predictive
control increased the effective trap-stiffness 9.6-fold at KP ≈ 80, while the
effective stiffness increased 6.2-fold at best using KP ≈ 13 with proportional
control (Figure 11).

In summary the results from II and III show that AOD-based trap
steering with FPGA-based real-time control can increase the effective trap
stiffness by roughly 10-fold.

3.3 force-clamp control

Paper IV uses real-time control to maintain a constant tether-tension in a
dumbbell experiment (Figure 2, bottom). We ask how tether tension and
extension fluctuate during force clamping, and if the instrument can be
used for constant force experiments in single molecule biology. Figure 12

and 13 summarize the results of force-clamp experiments in IV.
The PSD of force fluctuations in the stationary trap (Figure 2) using

different proportional- and integral- gains is shown in Figure 12. A reduction



Figure 9: Measured PSD of position fluctuations for position clamped bead
with proportional control. The predicted PSD for each gain setting,
Eq. (2.14), is shown as a solid line. The inset shows the effective
trap stiffness as a function of gain as determined from the Gaus-
sian fits in Figure 8 (open symbols), and alternatively calculated by
integrating the PSD (closed symbols). The theoretical prediction
(Eq. (2.14) inserted into Eq. (2.17)) is shown as a solid line.
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Figure 10: Measured bead position PSD for position-clamp with (A)
proportional-, and (B) predictive- control. Solid lines show the-
oretically predicted PSDs from Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16). Data is
shown for (from top to bottom) KP = 0, KP = 3.6, KP = 10.9,
KP = 18.1 in A, and for KP = 0, KP = 3.6, KP = 27.2, KP = 79.8
in B.
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Figure 11: Effective trap stiffness for position-clamp with proportional con-
trol (blue), and predictive control (red). Symbols show measured
effective trap stiffness. Lines indicate theoretical predictions cal-
culated by inserting Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.17).

in the force noise is seen especially at low frequencies, where the PSD is
proportional to f 2, as predicted by Eq. (2.24).

The results of a force clamp experiment in the presence of lambda ex-
onuclease is shown in Figure 13. The DNA-construct was force clamped at
3.4 pN using KP = 0 and KI = 0.0004, while the change in extension was
monitored during ~800 s. Figure 13A and B show measured time-series of
the tether tension and extension, respectively. The tether tension remained
within 3.4± 0.4 pN during the experiment, while the extension decreased
from ∼ 15.5 µm to 8 µm. Figure 13C and D show the rate of change in the
extension and the rate histogram, respectively. The average tether extension
shortening rate during the experiment was 9 ± 6 nm/s. Assuming a 14

μm length change during 48 kb of translocation[57] this corresponds to a
translocation velocity of 30± 20 nt/s for the enzyme along the DNA. No
discrete steps were observed in the time series data, and assuming that
lambda exonuclease moves along DNA in discrete steps of 0.34 nm length
(one base-pair), a rough estimate of the SNR in this experiment using Eq.
(25) in I shows that SNR<<1. Negative control experiments with the same
DNA construct force-clamped under the same experimental conditions but
in the absence of lambda exonuclease showed no extension change.

In summary the results from IV show that the experimental real-time
force clamp dynamics agree with predictions (Eq. (2.24)) and that the
instrument has successfully been used for constant-force experiments in
single molecule biology.



Figure 12: Power spectral density of force fluctuation during a force clamp
experiment (6 pN set-point force). Solid lines indicate the theo-
retical prediction, from Eq. (2.24). Dashed lines proportional to
f 2 and f−2 serve as a guide to the eye.

Figure 13: (A) tether tension and (B) extension of force clamped DNA con-
struct in presence of lambda exonuclease. In (A) the blue trace
shows data collected at 2 kHz. The black trace shows the same
data low-pass filtered to 100 Hz. The force set-point, 3.4 pN, is
shown in red. (C) rate of extension change calculated from the
time series in (A). (D) histogram of extension rate with average
9± 6 nm/s.
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D I S C U S S I O N

4.1 snr in constant-force experiments can be predicted

Measurements that hope to reveal discrete steps in molecular mechanisms
with experiments similar to that in Figure 1 must overcome two obstacles.
First, the bead position signal is attenuated due to the finite tether stiffness
(Eq. (2.4)). Only a fraction corresponding to the relative tether extension
(xe/L) of the true step length is observed. Second, the signal is obscured
by thermal noise which complicates experiments when the step length is
comparable to bead fluctuations caused by thermal noise (Eq. (2.6)). In
practice often either the effective stiffness kDNA is increased by use of a
higher clamp-force, or the measurement bandwidth fLP is reduced in order
to low-pass filter the zero-mean thermal noise. A threshold signal-to-noise
ratio of SNR>4, at which the step length could be correctly extracted from
simulated time-series, was found in I. To summarize, maximum SNR in step
length experiments is achieved with small beads using short stiff tethers at
high tension in a cold environment. A slow molecular motor with a long
step length is preferable. A comparison of the predicted SNR (Eq. (2.7))
and the approximations in I with experimental data (I, Table 2) indicates
that the developed expressions can reliably be used to estimate SNR in
experiments.

The main contribution of paper I is to extend the results of [33] by
providing SNR formulas, validated by simulations as well as by comparisons
with experiments, which take into account the force dependent stiffness
of a WLC tether. The developed theory/simulation does not account for
instrument drift, usually 1/ f (pink) noise, which in practice degrades SNR.

4.2 position-clamp control can increase effective trap stiff-
ness

The position clamp results in II and III indicate that the effective trap
stiffness can be increased by one order of magnitude using proportional or
predictive control. Predictive control delays the onset of unstable trapping
associated with the resonance peak in the PSD - allowing higher gains to
be used which leads to higher effective stiffness. For both control schemes
the loop-delay, i.e. the time it takes to measure the bead position and act on
this information by steering the trap, limits the maximum effective stiffness
that can be achieved. In our instrument the total delay of ~19 μs consists
mainly of the acoustic time of flight in the AOD, ca 10 μs, and the analog
to digital conversion time, 5 μs, of the data acquisition card. The predicted
PSDs, Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16), agree with experimental data, and can thus
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with some confidence be used to predict the dynamics future position
clamp experiments with our instrument or similar experiments with other
instruments.

The main contribution of paper II is to show that effective trap stiffness
can be increased 10-fold using position clamp control, and that the bead
position PSD can be predicted. Paper III extends these results by presenting
a predictive control algorithm.

4.3 force clamp control allows constant force single molecule

experiments

The presented active real-time optical force clamp in IV maintains a constant
0-100 pN tension in a dumbbell-tether while allowing for tether extension
changes of several micrometers. The predicted position and force PSDs,
Eq. (2.24), agree with experimental data. It is thus possible to predict what
effect varying the instrument bandwidth, the loop delay, the set-point force,
and the feedback gains will have on the shape of the PSD. This allows
designing real-time force clamp experiments that balance the trade-off
between the conflicting requirements of constant tether tension and low
uncertainty in the tether extension. The results from the experiment with
lambda exonuclease shows that the instrument can track extension changes
over several micrometers at constant tension. The observed translocation ve-
locity of 30± 20 nt/s agrees with previous bulk[56] and single molecule[27]
experiments. Consistent with SNR<<1, no steps were observed in the data.
The broad velocity-distribution (Figure 13D) is an indication of dynamic
heterogeneity. Pausing [27] was also observed (data not shown), but not
analyzed further.

The main contribution of paper IV is to demonstrate an experimental
real-time force clamp and a model that describes the dynamics of the
experiment. Observing the enzymatic activity of lambda exonuclease serves
as a proof-of-principle constant force experiment in single molecule biology.

4.4 conclusions

The main goal, to construct, calibrate, test, and perform a proof-of-principle
experiment in single molecule biology with a double-trap optical tweezers
instrument was achieved. The developed instrument can be used to investi-
gate the molecular mechanics of a wide variety of molecular motors and
protein/nucleic-acid interactions.

The results of the study indicate that the presented models for SNR in
constant-force experiments and for beads in feedback-controlled optical
tweezers agree with experiments. The effective trap stiffness can be in-
creased by an order of magnitude using the presented position-clamping
method. The force-clamp can be used for constant force experiments, and
a successful proof-of-principle experiment with lambda exonuclease was
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performed. The developed instrument serves as a stepping stone for future
contributions to the growing field of single molecule biology.
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A
A P P E N D I X : B R O W N I A N D Y N A M I C S S I M U L AT I O N

This appendix contains pseudo-code for the Brownian dynamics simulation
presented in 2.1.2. The C source code is available from the author by email.
The simulation requires three external functions: genrandn() returns a nor-
mally distributed pseudo random number with zero mean and unit variance.
dwellTimeDistribution() returns an exponentially distributed pseudo ran-
dom number corresponding to the enzymatic rate kcat. WLC(L,x,y,z) returns
the xyz-components of force on the bead due to the worm-like chain, given
the current contour length L and the position of the bead.
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Algorithm 1 Brownian dynamics simulation.

1: n← 0 {the current simulation step}
2: Nsim← tmax/4t {set max number of simulation steps}
3: time← 0
4: step← 0 {the number of steps taken by the molecular motor}
5: endstepValid← false
6: L← L0 {initialize length of WLC}
7: (x, y, z)← (0, 0, 0) {initialize the bead position}
8: while n ≤ Nsim do
9: (I. store current values of x,y,z,L to disk for later analysis)

10: (II. generate random displacement of bead)
11: r ←

√
24tkBT/γ

12: (rx, ry, rz)← (r · genrandn(), r · genrandn(), r · genrandn()
13: (III. compute time for next motor-step, if necessary)
14: if endstepValid is false then
15: τ ← dwellTimeDistribution()
16: endstep← time + τ {the next step occurs at this time}
17: endstepValid← true
18: end if
19: (IV. take a motor-step, if it is time)
20: if time > endstep then
21: step← step + 1
22: L← L0 − step · 4L
23: endstepValid← false
24: end if
25: (V. calculate forces on bead)
26: (FWLC,x, FWLC,y, FWLC,z)← WLC(L, x, y, z)
27: (FOT,x, FOT,y, FOT,z)← (FC,−k · y,−k · z)
28: (VI. update bead position)
29: x ← x + 4t

kBTγ · (FOT,x + FWLC,x) + rx

30: y← y + 4t
kBTγ · (FOT,y + FWLC,y) + ry

31: z← z + 4t
kBTγ · (FOT,z + FWLC,z) + rz

32: n← n + 1
33: time← time +4t
34: end while
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B
A P P E N D I X : O P T I C A L T W E E Z E R S C O M P O N E N T S

Component Manufacturer Model

1064 (trap laser) Coherent Compass 1064-4000

SH1, SH2 (shutters) Thorlabs SH05

FI1 (Faraday isolator for trap laser) Linos, FI FI-1064

FI2, FI3
(Faraday isolators for detection
lasers)

Linos DLI-1

PBS1, PBS2

(polarizing beam splitters)
Newport 05BC16PC.9

PBS3 (polarizing beam splitter) Newport 05FC16PB.5

PBS4 (polarizing beam splitter) Newport 10FC16PB.5

785 (detection laser, 785 nm) Hitachi HL7851G

830 (detection laser, 830 nm) Thorlabs DL5032-001

D1 (dichroic mirror) CVI SWP-45-RU1064-

TU850-PW-2025-C

D2 (dichroic mirror) Chroma 780DCSPXR

D3 (dichroic mirror) CVI TLM2-800-45-
UNP-2037

SMF (single-mode polarization-maintaining

optical fiber)

Nufern PM780-HP

OC (output coupler) Thorlabs F810APC-780

HWP2, HWP3 (half-wave plates) Thorlabs WPMH05M-780

HWP4, HWP5 (half-wave plates) Thorlabs WPMH05M-830

OBJ (microscope objective) Nikon 100x TIRF oil, N.A.

1.49

COND (microscope condensor) Nikon HNA-OIL, N.A. 1.4

F1 (cold mirror) Thorlabs FM203

F2 (laser-line filter, 830nm) Semrock LL01-830

F3 (laser-line filter, 785nm) Thorlabs FL780-10

F4, F5 (filters) Schott KG1 and KG3

L1:L2, 1:1 telescope (lens) Thorlabs f=50 mm

L3:L4 (lens) Thorlabs f=500 mm

L5:L6 (lens) Thorlabs f=100 mm

L7:L8 (lens) Thorlabs f=500 mm

Table 1: Components of optical tweezers instrument. See Figure 3 and 4.
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Component Manufacturer Model

PD1, PD2

(position sensitive photodiodes)
SiTek S2-0171

AOD
(acousto-optic deflector)

NEOS-
Technologies

45035-3-6.5DEG-
1.06-XY

DDS (digital direct synthesizer RF
generator)

NEOS-
Technologies

64010-200-
2AMDFS

PZT1

(piezo-motor XY microscope stage)
Physik
Instrumente

M-686.D64 with
C-867.D64

controller

PZT2

(piezo-electric XYZ microscope
stage)

Physik
Instrumente

P-517.3CD with
E-710.3CD
controller

FPGA (data-acquisition card with
field-programmable gate array)

National
Instruments

PCI-7833R

AMP (variable-gain instrumentation
amplifier)

Burr-Brown INA111

CCD
(camera)

Panasonic WV-BP100/G

Table 2: Electronics of optical tweezers instrument. See Figure 3 and 4.
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C
A P P E N D I X : P R E D I C T I V E C O N T R O L

This appendix motivates the formula for the position estimate xp for x(t+ τ)

in Eq. (2.15), used for predictive position-clamp control. An ideal propor-
tional position clamp with xset = 0 would steer the trap according to

xT(t + τ) = −KPx(t + τ), (C.1)

where τ is the loop delay time. However, since x(t + τ) is unknown when
the control algorithm runs, any real controller must act only on past mea-
surements of x in agreement with Eq. (2.13). The predicted position xp

is derived assuming that the trap is steered by a digital controller with
sampling interval 4. On the hardware used for this study τ = 3∆, which is
assumed throughout the discussion here. An estimate for x(t + ∆) can be
obtained by assuming that the time-average of thermal forces during the
sampling interval vanishes. The equation of motion then simplifies to

γẋ− k(x− xT) = 0 , (C.2)

with the solution

x(t + ∆) = x(t) + α [x(t)− xT(t)] , (C.3)

where α = 1− exp (−k4/γ). To obtain x(t + τ) = x(t + 34) we can
substitute iteratively from Eq. (C.3) three times:

x(t + 34) = x(t + 24)− α [x(t + 24)− xT(t + 24)]

= x(t +4)− α [x(t +4)− xT(t +4)]

− α {x(t +4)− α [x(t +4)− xT(t +4)]− xT(t + 24)}
= x(t)− α [x(t)− xT(t)]− α [x(t)− α [x(t)− xT(t)]− xT(t +4)]

− α {x(t)− α [x(t)− xT(t)]− xT(t + 24)−
−α [x(t)− α [x(t)− xT(t)]− xT(t +4)]}

≈ x(t)− α [3x(t)− xT(t)− xT(t +4)− xT(t + 24)] , (C.4)

where in the last step only terms linear in α have been retained. A change
of variable t

′
= t + 34 now yields Eq. (2.15).
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